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When looking at the current state of the world and how to leverage existing situations to
better people's well-being, it mostly seems to be in their own hands and dependent on the
level of awareness and willingness to take action. However, there are still areas that can feel
restricting both physically and mentally. A better part of a person's day is spent at work and
the individual doesn’t always have control over their surroundings and even organising their
own work. We took a closer look at the current state of office life in hopes of finding
incremental change we could offer to improve someone's work life in the future. Through
research, interviews and small-scaled prototyping we combined our findings to a layout
concept proposal for a teamwork area.

Trends
Our initial research and interviews with specialists pointed towards trends like flexibility in time
and environment, activity based work spaces and homefication of the work area. A real-estate
specialist pointed out that the first thing that sets the choice of a rental property for businesses
is the nature of the work the company does, leading to different ratios between open and private
space needed in an office. While an interior designer had a very quick answer to the question
“What is the leading force when designing an office space?” – the budget.
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A growing trend that kept coming up from
interviews was remote work and virtual tools.
More specifically the restrictions they create.
Lately the growth is based on companies
needing to adjust to the state of the world, but
even before that, the possibility to work from
outside of the office gave employees flexibility
and made the company a more desirable
employer. While cool offices are shown off,
most working spaces still look bland and
provide the bare minimum. Open offices are still
the way to go, however there seems to be
growing emphasis on how to fill that open
space.

State of Flow
We each know the feeling of working on a task
while being in the flow state. It feels like a very
personal experience, but there are some
commonalities
that
everybody
shares.
Prerequisites for achieving a flow state are
challenges matched or slightly exceeding one's
skill level, clear goals and clear and immediate
feedback. In the work environment these are
elements that can be controlled by the
employer. Other crucial characteristics are lack
of fear to fail, sense of control, concentration
and natural motivation. These elements can
also be influenced by the employer by creating
a supportive and inclusive atmosphere in the
workplace.
When these prerequisites are met, we get to the
state of flow. Action merges with awareness, we
lose reflective self-consciousness and we
experience time in a distorted way – it flies. As
a result, the performance will be better and the
likelihood of wanting to take on a similar task in
the future rises.1
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Team Flow
But as the goals are getting more complex, businesses are facing the reality that an individual
can’t achieve the goal alone and a team is needed to reach the expected outcome. In a
synergetic team the combined outcome is greater than what is achieved by members working
separately. Effective teams are built on similar skill levels and complementary skill sets, common
purpose and they keep each other accountable for achieving their shared goal. While a group
of people can work independently and parallel to each other, a team consists of collaborators
and is dependent on the rest of the team’s contribution. When team flow is achieved, all team
members are concentrated on the task at hand and each task is aligned to the common goal.
As a result, the whole team has complete focus which leads to a sense of distorted passage of
time – losing track of it. One of the important elements for such an outcome is mutual
commitment. At an individual level that means full attention, awareness of each other’s
contribution to the goal and not being distracted by anything outside the team’s common task.
Like individual flow, team flow has requirements, but even more of them and meeting them
becomes more and more difficult with every additional team member and the new complexities
they bring. But when the flow is achieved the team is pushed towards innovative ideas and
successful results.2
While these psychological elements are supported by the office culture and the actual team
collaborating and communicating on these factors, there is support to be gained from the
physical surroundings as well.

Team Environment
In addition, there is the physical space that surrounds the workers daily, and that can be
leveraged to improve efficiency and even creativity. Working in close proximity and being
constantly encouraged to share, accepting failure and appreciating diversity, the person can
feel psychologically safe and therefore actually share more. Being immersed in a familiar
environment and welcoming distractions from teammates, can help in getting spontaneous
input. Although it may sometimes feel inefficient, it helps to connect what you know and provide
new surprising input into a new idea. This can’t happen if any formality is felt or contact with the
team is strenuous. Each team member surely has a distinct knowledge base and more unique
the information they possess, the greater the combined resource. The more information shared
between team members, the better the decision-making capabilities. The more interaction
between team members, the more familiar they become and more information is being shared.3
Sharing ideas and building on them becomes second nature. Companies are encouraged to
create more open space and take down dividers, so people can actually speak to one another
without going out of their way.4 However advice from Keith Sawyer is: “Group flow is more likely
when a group can draw a boundary, however temporary or virtual, between the group’s activity
and everything else. Companies should identify a special location for group flow.”5
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https://www.degarmo.com/how-the-sharing-of-information-affects-team-performance
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00223980.2018.1449729
https://teambuildingkits.com/4-office-design-tips-to-encourage-teamwork/
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1077079.pdf
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Nature of Work
The need for focus work is important, and a cornerstone for innovation. Creating a good focus
work environment seems straightforward. Personal work space, privacy and protection from
visual and auditory noise can be achieved with a desk and screens. Even a designated focus
work area can be created where like-minded people can gather. If the focus work has to be
done in an open setting, the person still has some control over their personal space and can
create a protective bubble with headphones and cut out the distractions. Ignoring the need for
quality focus work can lead to missing out on innovative new ideas.6
Any environmental set-up has to be supported by the work culture and vice versa. When there
is a clear understanding that breaks are encouraged and appreciated, the physical environment
loses its restrictions and the need for extensive personalization is reduced. When a person feels
overwhelmed, they can move away from the situation and not feel the need to suffer through it.
But is it possible to create such a setting where the overwhelm is minimised from the get go, by
creating a supportive and informal atmosphere? High quality focus work is important to come
up with ideas but ideas are fully formed when sharing them with others, your team.
When thinking of group focus work the first thing that comes to mind is brainstorming, but that
is hardly the only and even most important one. Collectively experiencing and making sense of
shared ideas in unexpected settings, team lunches and movie nights can draw out new
questions that later can be made sense of during collective work. However, these non-workrelated activities won’t happen in a team that doesn’t focus or flow together or doesn’t have
both the mental and physical environment for support.

6 https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1077079.pdf
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Temporary work
Prolonged projects
Meetings & workshops
All-day work

Team Hub
The Team Hub concept proposes a designated team area to be created in an otherwise open
space. This can be created from the vast options of products being continuously created due to
dynamic flexibility trends. The Hub is bordered by adjustable screens to create a barrier that fits
with the team's needs and the physical space of the office. This acts as the boundary needed
for creating team flow. The length and severity of the boundary can be controlled by the time
the area is used and with the properties of the barrier built. Totally, mostly or just partly closed
areas indicate the privacy of the area. The more open the hub seems to people outside of it, the
more welcome they are there, whether it is occupied or not. The visibility into the area can be
adjusted and therefore creating a different sense of privacy for the team. Restricted physical,
but high visual access to the hub can be used to share information. Dependent on the material
and set up of the bordering, it is encouraged to take advantage of the created walls and use it
as an extension of the team. By adding information to the walls and communicating team values,
work processes or even specific skills of team members, supports transparency in the team itself
and the whole company. Team Hub offers a balance by removing dividers within a team, but
providing the opportunity to create a safe space in an open office environment.
Inside the boundary, team flow is supported by individual work stations and a central circular
station for the whole team to be used as a whole or individually as needed. The Dynamic
Flexibility trend has brought with it lightweight, adjustable and easily movable furniture. When
looking at the central station, an easily movable table with adjustable height and even size is
recommended. Priority of flexibility and multifunctionality is strongly related, again, to the nature
of the team and purpose of the hub. If the hub is created for common use and shared among
different teams for a varying amount of time, the set-up has different priorities than a set-up for
a team with permanent residency. A permanent hub can be more personalised and furniture
can fit the needs of a specific person, not just an average person who might want to use it.
Providing different options, quick personalising possibilities, fast and hassle-free rearrangement
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and technical support is essential for open use. For prolonged tasks in a cross-functional team
or a short time team with an intense task, this area can create a temporary home base. A crucial
element of team flow, safety, can be created by the team having total control of the area. They
know they can act and create freely in the space, while it’s in their hands and no one else will
use or tamper with it. In combination with clear communication of company culture and
communication among employees about the purpose, guidelines can bring about a sense of
freedom, when used in accordance. While the set-up is flexible and should meet the
organizations and team’s needs, there are physical parameters that elevate the effectiveness of
the Team Hub.
Research shows that while angular seating arrangement urges the sense of uniqueness, a
circular-shaped arrangement primes for a need to belong and can even affect the response to
persuasion.7 Using a round central table can enhance compromise and diminish an
argumentative attitude that would stem from a need to differentiate from others in an angular
setting. Creating another circular layer with the seating arrangement of the individual work
stations removes the angularity and can create a more informal space. Setting the area up in
this manner sets the team up for successful communication and negotiation and increases the
sense of unity, joint progress and mutual trust, which are necessities for synergy in a team.
Circular shapes also provide equality of distance from the edges to the centre. A circular seating
arrangement provides equal access to the shared work area and necessary tools it may provide.
With this, no-one seemingly has an edge of gradually claiming the station solely theirs, just
because it is closest to them. This also helps the whole team be visually available to each other.
Physical proximity combined with visual access are great instigators for the kind of hassle-free
communication companies are encouraged to promote. Taking advantage of the available tools
meant for the growing virtual world, like a camera with a 360-degree vision8, will keep even the
remotest team members connected.
8,9

7 https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/670392?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
8 https://www.owllabs.com/meeting-owl
9 https://www.wagner-living.com/
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Removing some and keeping other dividers helps individual teams work in flow without the
whole floor becoming chaotic. Team Hub solution is suited for a company with less hierarchy
and smaller teams, supported by cross-organizational relationships. Or a company that is striving
towards that. It can be a single addition to an open office space for teams to use when needed
or a permanent work area for a specific team. And even if it is designated to a specific team, the
office culture can be created so others who need it can take advantage of the vacant central
workstation.

Conclusion
The Team Hub layout concept can then be further developed into a product set, consisting of
dividers, central and individual workstations, equipment and storage, assembled based on the
need of the company or a team. Or just one of those, to elevate this layout creation. In addition
to offices, it can be integrated to other high team-oriented environments like schools. A rental
service that provides temporary setups for seminars, events or special circumstances even, is
also something that can be considered. An empty hackathon space filled with hubs that sets
teams up for quick and successful flow will result in innovative ideas and help the team feel less
stressed.
With this proposed concept, the team will be breathing and working in sync with their peers.
The informal setting will promote serendipity and team members will find support from places
that are closer than expected. Colleagues can provide timely help to each other and the quality
and accuracy of the team's work will be a great reflection of an organization.

10 https://zilenzio.com/
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